
Year 6 Punctuation and Grammar Knowledge Organiser

Past Present Perfect
____________

FuturePast Progressive
_____________

Present Progressive
is, are, am & verb with -ing

Past Perfect
______

Tenses

Subject, Object and Verb
Subject: the person or thing doing the verb

Object: the person or thing having something done to it
The fisherman caught the fish.

______ __________

Active & Passive Voice
Active Voice: the subject performs the action (the verb) to the _______
Passive Voice: the word order is reversed. The _______ receives the 
action (verb) and the object is performing it.

The boy ate the broccoli.
The ________ _____ __________ by the boy.

Clauses
Main Clause: must include a 
subject and a verb and _______ 
________ __________________.
Subordinate Clause: doesn’t 
______ _______ by itself. Used to 
add extra info to the main clause. 

I still had energy for my lessons.
(main clause by itself)

I still had energy for my lessons 
_________________________.
(Main clause and subordinate 

clause)

Phrases

Form part of a clause and has 
either a noun or a verb but not 
both in the same phrase.
Noun 
Phrase:_______________________
_____________________________
Verb Phrase: have been seeing; 
have been going
Also: prepositional phrases (where 
something is: under the floor, 
beneath the bed) and adverbial 
phrases (Time and Manner: After 
that, as soon as she could)

Types of Sentence
__________: Look at the trees carefully. (Is telling someone to do 
something)
__________: In Autumn, many trees lose their leaves. (Makes a claim 
about something)
__________: Can you see the leaves on the tree? (Always ends with ?)
__________: Watch out the tree is falling! (Always ends with !)

Synonym & Antonyms
Synonym: words that have the same of similar meaning. ____-speak, big-____
Antonym: words that have the opposite meaning. Hot-____, light-____

Inverted Commas – S._. A._ .S
(Speech Marks, Capital letter, Actual 
Speech, Punctuation, Speech marks)

“______________” exclaimed John.

Semi-colons/Colons
Semi-colons connect two ____ 
_____________.
Colons are used to introduce 
something.

Some people like sweets;
__________________________

He was missing two things: his 
hat and coat.

Apostrophes
Apostrophes for Contraction: ___ ___ – don’t  ___ ___ - won’t  __ ___ – we’re
Apostrophes for Possession: Toms football   Joannas necklace James racket
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